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IMPORTANT NOTE: IT IS IMPORTANT THAT IF YOU ARE GOING TO PUT OUR PERMANENT FRENUM CHASTITY ON YOUR SLAVE’S PENIS THAT YOU REDUCE HIS SIZE WITH CONTINUAL USE OF REAL HORMONES OR HEAVY DOSES THREE TIMES A DAY WITH OUR VITAMIN HORMONES.

Slave Finds Her Master Gets Turned On When She Wears Sissy And Schoolgirl Outfits

Dear Sissy Magazine,

I have been an avid reader of your magazines for years, especially Forced Womanhood. My lover Ben read it and he turned me into a she-male slave. When he first read it four years ago he was enthusiastic about turning me into his beautiful girl. He put me on your hormones, which after a year enlarged my breasts so I could get a large breast implant. By taking your natural Feminizer, Estro-Glan and your Triple Strength Mammary it softened my skin and slowly shaped my body to a feminine look and soft feel. I also got a prescription for an androgen called Androcour which inhibits the male hormone Testosterone. It made my penis smaller and useless, but it did make your hormones work faster.

Anyway, when we got your Sissy Catalog Ben bought me four of your outfits, two sissy outfits with shoes, A schoolgirl outfit and a sexy maids outfit. He gets so turned on when I’m in the new sissy clothes.

Every day now I have to be dressed this way and then he makes me suck his already hard cock and he fucks me hard in my clean shaved ass. Please find our subscription enclosed for Enslaved Sissies and Maids.

Slave Brenda

A note from the editor of CENTURIAN PUBLISHING
Thank you for the great response. We’ve received lots of photos and letters which I will put in this and future issues.

WE NEED YOUR PHOTOS AND SHORT ARTICLES FROM MISTRESSES, MASTERS, SISSIES AND MAIDS. We have a lot of real, true stories from readers for this issue, plus we added some fiction to make this magazine more interesting.

We get a lot of letters from readers who don’t send photos. Our artists try to depict a story with their art. We spend $3,000 to $5,000 in every issue of “Forced Womanhood” and “Enslaved Sissies and Maids” on artwork alone. These two magazines cost more than the other adult distributed magazines. We think it is worth it to bring you, the reader, magazines that are unique and fun to read.

A lot more work goes into putting these two magazines out.
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Dear Enslaved,

Julie and I lived in the same apartment complex and often talked around the pool. She was a willowy, statuesque, stunning blonde so I didn't think anything about her looks at my slender, girlish figure or teasing compliments that I would look pretty as a girl. When she invited me to spend a weekend in a friend's mountain cabin I accepted.

The cabin was isolated so we had the woods to ourselves. That night we played cards, and as my part-time job had ended and money was tight, we played strip-poker. Not good at cards, I was soon down to my briefs while Julie was still in her black slip and lingerie. I lost again, and she offered me another chance: all of her clothes against tying me up naked. I didn't mind being tied up so I took the bet—and lost. I was tied on my bed with yards of clothesline, from shoulders to ankles, and given thirty minutes to get free or pay a penalty. I didn't, and the penalty was to wear a frilly, sissy bra, matching panties, and ruffled anklet socks with #3 black Baby Doll shoes with large buckles and small heels. I was secretly intrigued and, after a token protest, put them on and let Julie tie me up again. She added a scarf gag, which made breathing more difficult and tired me quickly.

Keeping me tied, she removed my gag and showed me your magazine. Despite myself I got an even stiffer hard-on imagining myself in place of the sexy TVs and She-Males. She then opened the bedroom closet door to reveal it was filled with sissy dresses, schoolgirl dresses, Baby Doll shoes, saddle shoes and penny loafers. Eagerly going along with the penalty, I let her put light makeup on me and a blonde page-boy wig.

I spent the whole weekend in bondage and sissy and schoolgirl clothes, even walking in the woods like that. Sunday night I was shocked to learn Julie had burned my clothes, and I was to be her sissy bondage sex slave. The cabin was hers, and she'd ordered the frilly clothing, wigs, Mary Jane shoes, etc., along with feminizing pills and creams for me weeks ago. My only job would be cleaning, cooking and sexually pleasing her with my mouth and fingers. When I protested, she strung me up by my wrists to the closet door and whipped me with a thick belt, then diddoed my ass repeatedly until I gave in. I was gagged and hog-tied in the closet in only a frilly bra, matching panties and white anklet socks. Hours later Julie returned and said she'd cleaned out my apartment and this was my new home.

For over a week I was kept in the closet, tied in a ball, being dildoed, and licking her cunt hourly. I had no choice but to agree to everything. Though we were in a remote area she still kept me tied (even more strenuously when she was away) and the many ropes and positions were ingenious. I'd never known there were so many ways to bind someone. I used the creams and pills, wore the sissy dresses, including locking bondage maid pink and satin uniforms, schoolgirl dresses and various Mary Janes while doing house work in cuffs and chains and letting my own hair grow longer. Soon I found that my cock shrank as my breasts grew, and I tried to stop the pills and creams.

That earned me a trip to the cellar, where I was kept in constant bondage while wearing sissy dresses and Mary Janes. The whippings, dildodings and muscle-straining bondage again slowly wore down my resistance and I finally surrendered. My cock was locked in a penis chastity that engulfed all of my genitals until a HUSC Frenum Chastity, with a ring for a leash, which prevented erections with heavy pain, arrived. I took female lessons: how to talk, walk, sit and behave, and was lashed on my cockhead and balls whenever I made a mistake. Daily I put on sissy/schoolgirl fashion shows for Julie with my hands tied behind me.

At last my breasts were large enough for implants and my tiny cock was simultaneously locked permanently in a FL2 Frenum, denying me sex.

My name is now Gena, and I pass as a complete woman. Besides serving Julie with my mouth and fingers while bound, I do the same for the occasional man she brings to the cabin, often for the whole weekend. As a bound sissy or schoolgirl, I let them have their depraved ways with me while she watches! Sissy She-Male Slave Gena

Dominant Woman Makes Weakling Into She-male Slut
Last summer I answered an ad in a local fetish newspaper, it read, “If you're ready to fulfill your feminine dreams contact Mistress Siren.” Well, I've always had fantasies of being forced into becoming a sissy slave girl and I thought, “Hell with it, it's time.”

I called Mistress Siren, she had a dominating female voice; she told me that if I was serious then I was to come see her secret dungeon at her residence. Later that night I made the short drive to her house. I knocked on the front door and a beautiful woman with long dark and smooth silk like skin answered. She only stood about 5'4” and here I am towering above her at 5'11”. “How can this be a Mistress?” I thought. “Hello, I'm Rocks, I'm here to meet Mistress Siren is she...” She cut me off in mid sentence and ordered me to follow her downstairs without saying another word. I was a bit confused but I didn't say anything else and followed her to the dungeon in her basement.

"On your knees, boy!" I automatically dropped to the floor and onto all fours. "What is it you desire?" she asked. "To find my true destiny Ma'am." Before I knew it this simple looking woman pulled her red coat off and put on her black gloves. She was quick to put me in my place. Mistress Siren made me put on a bra and panties. I wanted to resist but I found that I couldn't. "You'll be perfect to make into the girl I've been searching for," she said. "Girl, I'm gonna make you into a true slut and an Internet porn star." She told me that her desire was to open a crossdressing and transvestite website called crossdressingroxanne.com and I was curious to find out how she was going to do this. She had this way of mixing words with the pain from her leather whips. I found myself lost and finally convinced that I was a slut, her slut and my name is now Roxanne DeFox.

Come see Mistress Siren's final product of forced feminization at www.crossdressingroxanne.com
Mistress Trains Man To Be Sissy Slut

"This is the ass of a girl, and soon he will be my girl slut"

"I’ll make this sissy into a slut"

The boy is chained to the dungeon wall by the cuffs

The sissy’s back will be whipped until he says what he is

"Say it slut, or the redness on your ass is only the beginning!"

"Mistress, I am a slut"

Roxanne DeFox
Cross Dressing Adult Model
roxannedefox@yahoo.com
www.crossdressingroxanne.com
The Perfect Sissy Dress

Some women enjoy dressing their sissy like a slut, or a maid, with trampy makeup, staggering around in towering heels, in outfits with their tits just short of falling out and their asses sticking out in back.

But I believe a sissy is a sissy and should always be dressed as one. My sissy has a whole wardrobe of simply the faintest, sweetest sissy dresses, all from Centurian. I have their catalogs stacked up, and when a new one comes, I always find three or four I know my sissy will look so precious in.

Since I’m showing him to several women as a fitting example of how you can transform a normal, red-blooded, young male into a total sissy I got him dressed in my absolute favorite sissy dress. It’s from Centurian, of course. A demure, little silky satin colored dress with a ruffled bottom and zippers at the wrists and back. As you can see it’s quite short and she’s forever trying to hide her panties. And with it the perfect sissy shoes with little girl heels. They come in White, Pink or Black, but I think Pink really is the perfect color for sissies, don’t you?

TV44 Sissy Dress $139.95
#12 Baby Doll Shoes $89.95

Be Sure To See Our #12 Baby Doll Shoes On Page 37
All girls look forward to their introduction into society at their “coming out” ball. And Penelope was as excited as she could be, under the circumstances. “Coming out” into society, you see, had whole different meaning for her. Just a year ago Penelope wasn’t a girl at all but a young man named Paul.

I’d always wanted a girl of my own but business always seemed to come first and the old biological clock was running out. Then I ran across the strangest ad in one of the local papers, which read, “Society woman with step-son is looking for a woman to assume legal custody. The right woman would be successful, assertive and be able to assume the strict guidance that I feel the boy needs in life. He’s been brought up to be respectful and completely submissive to all women. I have had him obedience trained, with strong emphasis placed on both corporal and petticoat punishment. Serious inquiries only.”

Well, that was truly the oddest worded ad. What peeked my interest in it was her reference to petticoat punishment. Obviously she’d dressed him as a girl as punishment and I couldn’t help wondering what he looked like. I was curious, so I called and made an appointment.

I was startled at the woman who answered the door. I had expected her to be older but she was a very attractive, expensively dressed woman in about her late forties.

After she invited me to sit down she rang for the maid. “Gretchen, please bring the boy down and please see that he’s suitably attired for viewing,” she said.

About 20 minutes later I admit I was quite shocked when the maid led the boy in at the end of a leash! My second shock was that he wasn’t a boy at all, but a young man, I guessed in his early twenties. My third shock was how he looked and was dressed. I’d be kind to say he looked sissyish. His long auburn hair was in decidedly girlish style. His eyebrows had obviously been plucked and I was sure I saw a hint of blue eye shadow, pink lipstick and rouge. The cream colored blouse, for that was obvious—why else was he there? The pink satin sash tied in a huge bow, and on his feet were little girl’s pink, patent leather Mary Janes, with, of all things, taps on them.

When the maid brought him forward he actually curtsied, then astounded me by kneeling and kissing the woman’s feet. And then mine when she ordered him to do so. “As you can see the boy’s been brought up to know his place in regards to women. And as the maids always keep him leashed and with a cane close by they’ve done an excellent job with him. If you acquire him he’s been trained to know the value of a long days work and would make you an excellent servant, or be made to do whatever you wish.”

When I mentioned petticoating her eyes lit up. “Oh, I see a woman of my own heart. The boy positively hates being made into a girl so it’s excellent punishment that I’ve employed with more and more frequency. Gretchen, why don’t you take the boy up and dress him in one of his sweetest party dresses,” she said.

“Well, she didn’t believe me for the longest time. I guess no boy, even sissy, would want lovely titties, a permanent made-free face, or an equally permanent pussy. Or be subjected to such severe corsets. Spend her days in charm classes and ballet for a solid year.

Now it was her big debut into society. And for it I’d had Jeri Lee, of Centurians, design the most gorgeous ball gown for her. It was modeled after a 50’s prom dress. Pink with a brocade bodice, which nicely showed off her girlish titties. Nearly ankle length it billowed out tutu fashion with layer upon layer of petticoats. White gloves, of course, matching purse and the most perfect, pink baby doll, high-heeled shoes. The bows in her hair made her look so innocent. And she was, although the date I’d arranged for her would see that she’d lose her innocence that night. When he arrived she was quite nervous, but I calmed her with a kiss on the cheek and assured her that by the next day she’d feel just like a real girl does.
Permanent Chastity Of Sissies Is Mandatory In Most Cases

Sissies are basically sexless creatures. Not being a real man, sissies must forfeit forever all traditional forms of sex. Mandatory chastising of adulterers, cheaters, wife beaters and arrogant, contemptible, macho males is one of the school’s basic rules. A steel, chastity sheath from Centurian is permanently placed on the offending organ.

As you can imagine, the realization that their organ has been made non-functional is quite devastating and leaves them traumatized. Some opt for a chastity sheath with a lock so that it can be temporarily removed and the male allowed a brief period to jerk off in a corner or into a pillow as a reward or on special occasions such as their anniversary and at Christmas.

The sissies who enroll voluntarily we treat differently, as a rule we don’t chastise them. They already know they aren’t manly enough to ever think about having actual sex with a woman. So we’re kinder and more lenient with them, as long as they always try their hardest to act like a proper sissy.

We allow them to occasionally play with their little wee-wees and peepees as we insist they refer to them as. However, what they’re taught is that there’s a time and place when their little wee-wees can become excited and when it is expressly forbidden. They’re told what they must learn is self-discipline and self-control.

So the first thing in the morning after a cold shower the sissy’s wee-wee has a bow very tightly tied on it. As well as the most precious petticoats attached to cover his peepees. Throughout the day his wee-wee is sweetly limp at all times. The least, little excitement and the ribbon will break. When this occurs the sissy must immediately report it to one of his teachers. Who then orders him to hold up his skirts while she repeatedly spanks his naughty wee-wee, then ties a new bow on it.

Obviously sissies dread having their wee-wees spanked, but they know it’s for their own good and always thank the teacher sincerely afterwards.

Hardest on the sissies is when they’re put to bed with their wee-wees bow tied. In the morning they have to stand at attention with their nighties up while the dorm mother checks to see if his wee-wee was a good boy at night.

This sissy is wearing Centurian’s 3-piece Schoolgirl Outfit with matching bra, flare skirt, knee socks and Red Patent Baby Sissy Shoes. Not shown is the White, satin, short-sleeved schoolgirl’s blouse.

See These #13 Baby Doll Shoes On Page 37

continued on next page
Mistress Tara Thinks Our Magazine Is Fantastic And All Men Should Be On Their Knees To Women

I’d like to say how awesome your magazine is. I’d written a comment on my web page about how men belonged on their knees between our legs with their tongues buried deep inside servicing our needs. Little did I realize at the time that it would bring me to this letter! A few months ago I had a response from one of my old neighbors. I had always looked up to JD, but after finding out about his desire to be dominated and humiliated, I’ve begun to wonder about the hidden side of his personality. Up until then he was the all American macho male, take no shit from anyone, Harley and all. I loved riding behind him, feeling the muscles as he fearlessly chassed the white lines down the highway with the wind blowing through his hair. He was one mean machine, that is, until the night I found him kneeling on my porch dressed in a garter belt, nylons and heels. With a pair of large metal clips on his nipples, a slave collar locked around his neck, penis chastity locked on and his wrists locked behind him, as he waited for me to open the door. I nearly lost it upon seeing him that way.

I reached behind him, took the key off the slave collar and unlocked his wrists, slipped the panties I’d been wearing over his head and told him to show me how much of a pervert he was. The time in between while I was learning about his fetish was fascinating to say the least. I had read about men who wanted to be dominated, humiliated and abused, but never realized that he was one of them. I had told him to wear something special and be at my back door promptly at midnight on Friday. I almost peed myself laughing at him as he crawled into the apartment. What have we here! I demanded! So you want to serve me! Do you! Yes, Mistress! He replied! What shall I do with you! I asked him! Anything, you want! He said. Oh! You want me to abuse and humiliate you! Yes Mistress! Good then crawl over here and lick my boots! As he did, I became so horny that I had all I could do to control myself! I wanted to stick my fingers deep inside my dripping Pussy, but refrained! As he began licking, I stuck my finger inside my panties and massaged my itch! He began licking the left boot as I put my right boot on his head. The sight of him polishing my boots was so powerful that I climaxed. Once he finished the left boot I had him do the right one. Then I commanded him to clean the bottoms. Lick all the “doggy do” off! I commanded. By then I had climaxed a half dozen times as he licked and sucked both boots clean. Now what shall I do with you! Please let me eat you! He Begged! You want to put those filthy lips on me! I asked him! Please Mistress! No way! Little boy! I shouted at him! If you want to jerk off I’ll watch! But there is no way you’re going to put that tongue or those lips on mine! I reached behind him, took the key off the slave collar and unlocked his wrists, slipped the panties I’d been wearing over his head and told him to show me how much of a pervert he was, that I wanted him to jerk-off until he exploded and then I’d watch him eat it. That if he was good I might even let him have one of my old bras to wear along with the panties to remind him of his sissy status. I reached out and pulled the clips as he began jerking off! The more I pulled the faster he stroked his shaft until he began cumming. In your hand and eat it I yelled at him! I watched as he took a hand full of cum and licked it clean then another until he was spent. Now what shall I do with you! Shall I humiliate you by putting you out on the porch for the night! I could see that he wasn’t as caught up in being dominated once he’d continued on page 18
erupted but there wasn’t anyway I was going to let him go until I had total control. Lick my boots again! I said as I took the panties off his head.

After he finished he gave me a couple of old brass and some panties that were stretched out and told him to wear them under his clothes. That he belonged to me. I locked his wrists behind him and put him out on the porch with my panties covering his nose so he could smell me. I locked the collar to the post and left him there while I went inside and used my dildo to remove the urge to have him eat me. After an earth shattering climax I fell asleep and luckily woke up just before dawn. I released him and had him lick my nylon-covered toes before sending him home. That afternoon I stopped by his house and made him show me what he had; the books and magazines were mind-boggling. There were so many things I had never even thought about but became interested in then. Since then I allowed him to clean my apartment and massage me. I make him tie the string of a tampax around the head of his soft penis and insert it up inside after a hot soapy enema, then put a pair of pantyhose and a panty girdle on. He wears his six-inch heels and the slave collar along with the nipple clips and one of my old discarded brasses (which looks great on him). As a final way of controlling him I lock one of his leather helmets over a pair of my dirty panties, after laying it on tight, insert one of my dildos in it and zip it shut. He had a hard time at first adjusting to it being part way down his throat but has since learned to deal with it.

He’s been trained so that when I say “doggy do” he kneads at my feet and begins licking them. My sister was surprised at first but has gotten used to seeing him around the apartment wearing some of my old discarded things. Of course Mother was horrified when she stopped by unannounced one evening and found him in his outfit giving me a message, but has come to accept that the macho man she thought he was is now only a panty-wearing sissy. I make him kiss her feet whenever he stops by. She has a couple of his magazines now and keeps asking questions. Thanks again for a fantastic magazine, Tara.
Dear Enslaved Sissies and Maids,

It's been said that TVism starts between the ages of three and thirteen, and that certainly was the case with me. A childhood friend introduced me to it, complete with makeup (though not skilfully applied), and we'd play “cops n' robbers.” I enjoyed being the bound “female” victim best, and that was OK with Charlie. Two years later my parents moved, and my new friends weren't interested in TVism but did play tie-up games, which I found I didn't enjoy unless I was dressed as a girl. I kept my desires secret and collected comics and magazines with women in bondage and stared at them for hours, imagining myself the lovely helpless heroine. Later, in college, I went to adult book stores and not only bought, but also discovered TV bondage ones as well. I also saw myself as the bound TV models and was envious that I didn't have someone to tie me up so I could pose for such magazines.

A few years later I met Judith at an office party, and we went to my apartment. Not expecting guests, I'd left some TV bondage magazines on the coffee table. To my great relief and joy, she was greatly intrigued, telling me that she was an avid reader of your magazine (which she introduced me to) and had longed to feminize and dominate a male. Studying my rather girlish face and figure, she said I would make a beautiful TV.
Up until a couple of years ago Monica, Porsche and I were high-priced call girls. Our specialty was domination, so much easier than turning tricks and giving blowjobs in hotel rooms. And surprisingly little sex. If any it consisted of ordering men to jerk off while they licked our shoes.

"Chose, they're nothing but a bunch of wimps. Not real men, they're more like sissies," Monica declared one night as we were having drinks.

"You know I read a school in England for sissies. I think we should start one, we could make a ton of money," Porsche suggested.

Which is how the Royal Sissy Academy got started. And she was right, we're making a ton of money and have a waiting list. We get our students from a variety of sources. From wives who wear the pants in the marriage and want their husbands turned into thoroughly brow-beaten, obedient wimps. Or from women who want their boyfriends totally assimilated as a condition before they marry them. Several judges, who know of our school, sentence repeated adulterers and spousal abusers to attend until they graduate. And there's a surprising number of males who admit that they are real men and realize that they would only function properly in the world as feminized, docile sissies.

We charge an outrageous tuition which the males are made to pay. But where we make the most money are from those we get from judges and from sissies who voluntarily enroll. For right after they receive their official Sissy Certificate at graduation we have a auction and sell them to the highest bidder.

Among the wealthier women it's quite the status symbol, and very "in," to have your very own sissy.

I got out my black lingerie, 5" stiletto heels, large implants and my tiny prick was locked in a FL2 chastity. My identity changed forever in a FL2 chastity. My self to millis, I really looked feminine. I told Judith that I didn't mind being teased, abused, and making me love their men. She-Male Bondage Slave Peggie

It takes about six months, at the Royal Sissy Academy, to transform the miserable excuses for a male that we get into a full-fledged, simpering sissy. By then any resemblance to a real man has vanished. Through permanent cosmetic changes and hair styling anyone could mistake them for a schoolgirl. Which exactly what they are, of course.

The wearing of corsets kept laced painfully tight at all times, even to bed, and with the most strenuous activity limited to their ballot class their legs and arms have become Girlishly weak and soft without a hint of muscle tone anywhere. Even a short walk exhausts the poor things so. And it's so amusing, and gratifying, to see a previously masculine muscle struggle so just to lift a chair.

Also by the end of six months we've reduced them to covering, whimpering sissies, the thought of being the slightest bit disobedient never enters their silly, little minds. They're desperately eager to please all their teachers as, of course, they're terrified of them. They're kept, purposefully in a constant state, trembling when they hear the sharp click of approaching heels. Some of them can't help themselves, so frightened when one of the staff comes up to them, or just calls their name, that they wet their panties. As we stand their and laugh they can only sob in utter shame as it driibbles down their legs. Naturally they're severely punished for ruining their panties and little girl shoes, both we stuff in their mouths before they're spanked. And they remain there all day!

The day they've been at the school for six months is a very special day for them. Extra care is taken with their hair, they put on a smaller corset, and ignoring their pleading, is laced down another two inches. Then comes the special dress. The most crushingly sweet, sissy party dress. We wanted something ultra frilly and Jeni Lee, of Centurian, picked out a pink satin dress that would look perfect for this very special occasion, absolutely dripping with frills, ruffles and lace, with matching pink satin panties.

It's so short, we call it "little girl length", that it wonderfully shows off her bare, soft sissy legs all the way down to the white, ruffled ankles, also from Centurian. Made to sit and hold her feet out her first high heels are put on and buckled. When the sissy first stands up he namely falls over in the 4 inch high heels. Which, appropriately Jeni named Baby Doll Shoes. She thinks she's the perfect "first heels" for a sissy and we all agree. All but the poor sissy, of course, who's wobbling around petrified in them protesting that they're too high.

Now dressed and him dressed we take the precaution of managing his hands behind them before we tell them this is such a special day. Well, you can just imagine the mortified faces, and the picture of utter disbelief, on their faces when they're told that they've been all prettied up and dressed in the frilliest, sissy party dress because shortly after they're to be put on a pedestal and put on display for the first time. He's to be exhibited, along with two other sissies, he, like the other two, will be offered for sale at the highest bidder.

Hearing this, as expected, we patiently wait out their hysterical crying, sobbing and plead- ing. After all it can't ruin their makeup.

Then after fastening their leash we mount them on their pedestal chaining both ankles to it, and avow in all the eager, potential buyers.

The instructor wears a short sleeved, white blouson, knee length, black leather skirt and platform Baby Doll Opera Flats, all from Centurian.
Dear Forced Womanhood:

Winston and I had been dating for several months before I told him of my desire to feminize and enslave him. He agreed but said I would have to support him, as he’d have to quit his job and he hadn’t saved much money. Being well off and holding an executive job with a savings and loan company, I accepted without hesitation. He moved into my secluded house and I kept him bound in my scanty black lingerie until the clothes and other articles arrived from your Transformation and Transvestite catalogs. He put on fashion shows for me, and I selected what erotic costume he would wear each day, in addition to his brief French maid uniform and leather wrist and ankle chains. I also convinced him to take your various feminizing pills and use your creams. I gave him lessons in how to talk and act like a lady, and how to love my cunt with his mouth and fingers while tied tightly hand and foot.

The pills and creams did their work extremely well, and Winston’s face and body became more feminine, his long brown hair more lustrous, and his breasts (which I encouraged him to play with) grew nicely. I am also taking Estrogen and using Progesterone Cream on my breasts. My breasts are growing nicely. I have relinquished all my masculinity to my wife. I was surprised when she told her new Black male Lover that I was a wife.

She had me dressed in a very sexy light green sheer teddie with frills and a matching garter. She told him that I was NOT a male, but was a She-male, Sissy Slave, Maid and was her WIFE. She told him that She was now the Master and I was the totally submissive She-male Wife. He liked that and said that the next time we got together I would be treated as a Slut Wife. I was forced to watch as she had great sex with him. I was not allowed to touch my self, but was told to kneel at the end of the bed so I would have the best view of their sexual encounter. I did as ordered. She also told him that She loved to place me in bondage and whip and paddle and dominate me. She told him that she had several dildo’s that she used on me while in bondage and that she used a big Black soft rubber Dildo with balls to take my virgin ass earlier that week. She made me kneel in front of her Mammary pills, I am also taking Estrogen and using Progesterone Cream on my breasts. My breasts are growing nicely. I have relinquished all my masculinity to my wife. I was surprised when she told her new Black male Lover that I was a wife.

She had me dressed in a very sexy light green sheer teddie with frills and a matching garter. She told him that I was NOT a male, but was a She-male, Sissy Slave, Maid and was her WIFE. She told him that She was now the Master and I was the totally submissive She-male Wife. He liked that and said that the next time we got together I would be treated as a Slut Wife. I was forced to watch as she had great sex with him. I was not allowed to touch my self, but was told to kneel at the end of the bed so I would have the best view of their sexual encounter. I did as ordered. She also told him that She loved to place me in bondage and whip and paddle and dominate me. She told him that she had several dildo’s that she used on me while in bondage and that she used a big Black soft rubber Dildo with balls to take my virgin ass earlier that week. She made me kneel in front of her.

My name is now Sara, I was Jim. My wife and I love your site and have become members. I have ordered several of the magazines and have paid for a Chastity device, which is on back order with you.

My Mistress/Wife has really taken to the She-male philosophy. She required me to use a hair removal product on my whole body. She has really taken to making me her Enslaved Sissy She-male, maid, and wife. Yesterday she told me that I was now her wife. A couple months ago I started wearing Panties & a bra. I am taking Female hormones and your Triple...
Wife Taken By The She-male Philosophy

Dear Enslaved Sissies and Maids

After reading several issues of your marvelous magazine I firmly decided to make my masochistic lover Walter into a lovely sissy she-male bondage slave. We had been dating for several months and I’d already trained him to dress in black skimp y linger lace, nylons and high heels before—being tied up for sex. I also secretly prepared him for your various penis chastity devices by always putting him in cock and ball bondage, saying it would keep him harder longer and prevent him from climaxing too soon. When your feminization pills and creams arrived, I then put my plan into action.

Walter quit his job gladly and became the TV Stud and we went into a nice restaurant, I wearing a bra. We then met with her Black Waiters. I was so humiliated, yet very excited. I told them that I was now the totally submissive and paying for them. Panties, bras, skirts, blouses, sexy nighties, a couple very nice three piece dresses, a complete make-up case and extra nail polish. We are trying to find a used wig. This past Saturday when we met our new Black Stud, she made me apply polish to her toe nails and my finger nails. She also fixed my hair and made him wash his hair. I increased his usage of polish on my ankles and also use her whip, chains and paddles on me to control & discipline me and make me a true She-male Slave, Maid and Wife.

Walter quit his job gladly and became the TV Stud and we went into a nice restaurant, I wearing a bra. We then met with her Black Waiters. I was so humiliated, yet very excited. I told them that I was now the totally submissive and paying for them. Panties, bras, skirts, blouses, sexy nighties, a couple very nice three piece dresses, a complete make-up case and extra nail polish. We are trying to find a used wig. This past Saturday when we met our new Black Stud, she made me apply polish to her toe nails and my finger nails. She also fixed my hair and made him wash his hair. I increased his usage of polish on my ankles and also use her whip, chains and paddles on me to control & discipline me and make me a true She-male Slave, Maid and Wife.

Dearest Sissies and Maids

I approached a very obedient she-male, slave, and the man she knows what they like. She is quite adept at being very dominant with me. She has started me wear black pantyhose and is a true sissy maid and wife. My Mistress is much happier as the true Master in our house and loves being very dominate with me. She has started “bitch slapping” me quite often just because she can and to show her total dominance of me.

One question: Is there a “party house” or meeting place in the Las Vegas, Nevada or Phoenix Arizona area where Dominant female Mistresses/Masters can bring their She-Males to meet other like minded couples and enjoy our new lifestyle, swap training ideas and “wives” for special training and fun?

Thank you,

Wife Taken By The She-male Philosophy

Dear Enslaved Sissies and Maids

After reading several issues of your marvelous magazine I firmly decided to make my masochistic lover Walter into a lovely sissy she-male bondage slave. We had been dating for several months and I’d already trained him to dress in black skimpy lingerie, nylons and high heels before—being tied up for sex. I also secretly prepared him for your various penis chastity devices by always putting him in cock and ball bondage, saying it would keep him harder longer and prevent him from climaxing too soon. When your feminization pills and creams arrived, I then put my plan into action.

Walter quit his job gladly and became the TV Stud and we went into a nice restaurant, I wearing a bra. We then met with her Black Waiters. I was so humiliated, yet very excited. I told them that I was now the totally submissive and paying for them. Panties, bras, skirts, blouses, sexy nighties, a couple very nice three piece dresses, a complete make-up case and extra nail polish. We are trying to find a used wig. This past Saturday when we met our new Black Stud, she made me apply polish to her toe nails and my finger nails. She also fixed my hair and made him wash his hair. I increased his usage of polish on my ankles and also use her whip, chains and paddles on me to control & discipline me and make me a true She-male Slave, Maid and Wife.

Dearest Sissies and Maids

After reading several issues of your marvelous magazine I firmly decided to make my masochistic lover Walter into a lovely sissy she-male bondage slave. We had been dating for several months and I’d already trained him to dress in black skimp y linger lace, nylons and high heels before—being tied up for sex. I also secretly prepared him for your various penis chastity devices by always putting him in cock and ball bondage, saying it would keep him harder longer and prevent him from climaxing too soon. When your feminization pills and creams arrived, I then put my plan into action.

Walter quit his job gladly and became the TV Stud and we went into a nice restaurant, I wearing a bra. We then met with her Black Waiters. I was so humiliated, yet very excited. I told them that I was now the totally submissive and paying for them. Panties, bras, skirts, blouses, sexy nighties, a couple very nice three piece dresses, a complete make-up case and extra nail polish. We are trying to find a used wig. This past Saturday when we met our new Black Stud, she made me apply polish to her toe nails and my finger nails. She also fixed my hair and made him wash his hair. I increased his usage of polish on my ankles and also use her whip, chains and paddles on me to control & discipline me and make me a true She-male Slave, Maid and Wife.

Dearest Sissies and Maids

After reading several issues of your marvelous magazine I firmly decided to make my masochistic lover Walter into a lovely sissy she-male bondage slave. We had been dating for several months and I’d already trained him to dress in black skimp y linger lace, nylons and high heels before—being tied up for sex. I also secretly prepared him for your various penis chastity devices by always putting him in cock and ball bondage, saying it would keep him harder longer and prevent him from climaxing too soon. When your feminization pills and creams arrived, I then put my plan into action.

Walter quit his job gladly and became the TV Stud and we went into a nice restaurant, I wearing a bra. We then met with her Black Waiters. I was so humiliated, yet very excited. I told them that I was now the totally submissive and paying for them. Panties, bras, skirts, blouses, sexy nighties, a couple very nice three piece dresses, a complete make-up case and extra nail polish. We are trying to find a used wig. This past Saturday when we met our new Black Stud, she made me apply polish to her toe nails and my finger nails. She also fixed my hair and made him wash his hair. I increased his usage of polish on my ankles and also use her whip, chains and paddles on me to control & discipline me and make me a true She-male Slave, Maid and Wife.
Dear Sissy Magazine,

I became a sissy slave for my boyfriend just like in your magazine. He has paid for my full change, including hormones and breast implants. I worship him now. I take care of him sexually. I keep his apartment and give him blowjobs whenever he wants. He takes me out to all the fine clubs and dinner houses, even to Las Vegas. I'm his gal. We bought many of your items out of your TV and sissy clothes catalog including the outfit I have on. I love my role as his sissy slave. He takes good care of me and I take very good care of him.

Love to all of you at Centurians

Carla
Wife Catches Her Husband With Her Bra And Panties On And Turns Him Into Sissy

Dear Sissy and Maid Magazine,
To make my life’s story short, I’ll start with my wife catching me wearing her underwear. She actually laughed at me. I probably did look ridiculous. I was somewhat chubby, I had hair on my arms, legs and chest with one of her white bras and panties on.

As she was laughing, she said “I found all your Centurian magazines in your bottom drawer, including your Forced Womanhood magazines and a copy of a sissy magazine.” she continued, “I think I’ll turn you into a little sissy.” I like the idea of you being my sissy, slave without a working penis.

I was so embarrassed, I didn’t know what to say, but held my head down.

“Put your arms behind you,” she commanded. As I did she handcuffed them behind my back.

She had read your first copy of sissy and said this is what you’re going to be. You’re going on a strict diet and I will keep you bound up while you’re home so you don’t sneak food.

It has been a year since then. She made me get breast implants after a year on four of your vitamin hormones twice a day. I’ve had electrolysis on my face, I’m kept clean shaven and I’ve been chastised. My outfits consist only of sissy dresses and Mary jane shoes from your company. She dresses me the way she wants every day. I now work in her office as her secretary. At home, I’m still bound up constantly.

Sissy Jane

---

Legally Sissy

Andrea and I have a prosperous two woman law firm, Becker and Searns. Between us, we have a paralegal and two legal secretaries, all young males.

Plus a receptionist for which we’ve always hired a girl.

We hire only young males for our staff. Our criteria is that they have to be attractive, but not masculine, slim and short, and noticeably shy and timid. Such young males, we’ve found, are easily intimidated and in awe of the two stunning women who tower over them in their heels. While we make them sign lengthy contracts they become very devoted, very hard workers. You see Andrea and I have hit on the perfect incentive. When they’ve been “good boys” as a reward we take down their pants and hand rear them. A good hand rearing by either of us, trust me, leaves a lasting impression.

With such an incentive we can get them to work long hours, sometimes seven days a week, and they’ll do virtually anything to please us.

When I suggested to Bobbie Brown, my personal legal secretary, that he’d look more attractive with long hair, he let it grow until now it’s shoulder length. When I suggested his wardrobe really was...
n’t quite right for the office, he let me pick one out for him. He now has three, very
tasteful suits in grey, powder blue and daisy yellow. With shoes, hose and accessories to
match. All women’s, of course, although I removed the labels.

Then he was more than eager to comply when I told him I was displeased with his pos-
ture. He now stands and sits like a girl. Knees always together, ankles crossed, erect pos-
ture on the lip of his seat.

Our biggest problem was keeping a receptionist for any length of time. if we could get six
months out of one we felt lucky, then we had to train a new one.

About that time the movie “Legally Blonde” came out. When I saw the ad for the movie I
told Andrea I thought I’d found a solution to our receptionist problem. I showed her the
ad with Reese Witherspoon in a pink outfit, then told her to go and take a close look at
Bobbie.

When she came back she had this wolfish grin on her face. “I know what you’re thinking
and I love it,” she giggled.

That afternoon we called Bobbie into my office. “You’ve been a devoted, hardworking
employee, Bobbie. But business is not good and I’m afraid we’re going to eliminate one
staff position until times get better. Unfortunately you’re the most junior employee, so it
will have to be you,” I said. He was devastated, of course, and couldn’t stop crying.

Which he did a lot, especially when we were displeased with him, undoubtedly caused by
the hormones we’d been secretly giving him.

“There is one position coming open, our receptionist is leaving…”

“Oh please, I’ll do anything,” he begged.

“The thing is Bobbie we absolutely must have a girl secretary. Andrea and I have
talked and we’d really hate to lose you, so we’re suggesting an experiment.

There’s a costume party coming up. We’d like to transform you into a
girl and take you. If nobody asks what you’re doing dressed as a
girl then we’re sure you can fill in temporarily as our receptionist,
well, what do you think?” I asked.

“I’ll try it. How long would I have to be a receptionist?”

“Oh, we think maybe not more than eight or ten months,” I said,
amused at his gulp.

A couple days later, at the beauty parlor, he got the works. They actually had
him in the chair two full days, which he wasn’t aware of, he was out like a light.

We’d already decided that Bobbie was going to be our new receptionist. so there was
nothing temporary. A beautiful pair of very realistic titties, permanent makeup, head to
foot waxing. Hair extensions, until his grew in. A tummy tuck and a much bigger behind.
We were quite pleased with the end result, Bobbie, of course was shocked.

“I look like that actress in ‘Legally Blonde’,” was all he could say.

“Yes, the resemblance is really uncanny,” I said thinking the title of the movie should have
been ‘Legally Sissy’. Because that what “she” was now.

After the costume party, in which nobody discovered him we sat him down for a talk.

“Obviously we’ll have to change your name. It’s now Barbie Baker. As our receptionist
you’ll have to learn how to act and think like one, and most of all look like one. All of
which we’ll help you with, including your wardrobe.” But it’s going to be a lot of hard
work on your part,” I warned.

“I’ll try as hard as I can Ms. Stearns,” he naively promised.

Well, that was two years ago. Barbie is so perfectly girlish she could never go back to
being a boy, even if we put her in pants.

It’s been several months now and she’s finally stopped asking when business is going to
get better. Business is great, she just isn’t aware of it. Of course we still reward her when
she’s been a really good girl. But we’ve stopped hand rearing in favor of panty rearing.
The one thing Barbi’es become is quite a clothes horse. We pay her next to nothing, but
give her a substantial clothing allowance. She really does get so excited when one of us
takes her shopping for new outfits. We love the sweet, innocent, 60s retto look on her.
Enslaved Sissies and Maids 4
This has to be the best issue yet! We've had tons of letters and photos come in with stories and articles from sissies, mistresses, wives and masters. This issue is jammed with stories and exotic art. One of the stories: "MAN TURNS INTO SHE-MALE SLAVE FOR HIS OWN PLEASURE", "EX-HUSBAND TURNS SISSEY MAID TO WEAR SKIRTS", "WIFE TURNS TV HOST INTO PRETTY SLAVE MAID" and more. $16.50 plus postage

Enslaved Sissies and Maids 5
In this issue: SISSES LOOKING FOR OTHERS; WOMAN TURNS BOYFRIEND INTO A SISSEY SLAVE; THEN INTO A SISSEY SLAVE TO MAKE MONEY; MACHO HUSBAND TURNS INTO WHIMPERING SISSEY; MASTER TURNS MAN INTO HIS MAID; COUPLE CHANGING MAN INTO THEIR SHE-MALE MAID; WIFE MAKES HUBBY DO CHORES IN MAIDS UNIFORM; WOMAN MAKES TIDY MAN INTO SHE-MALE SLAVE; AUNT TURNS HER HUSBAND INTO A PRECIOUS LITTLE SISSEY; and more! Great issue you don’t want to miss. $16.50 plus postage

Forced Womanhood 41
Lots of photos and stories from Mistresses and Masters on how they train, enslave and transform three slaves into beautiful she-male women to serve. Some of the many stories: SLAVES LOOKING FOR MASTERS OR MISTRESSES, BLACKMAILED FANSY, WIFE TURNS LEAN AFTER MEETING FEMALE DOMINANT AND SHE TRANSFORMS JULIE INTO FEMALE SLAVE, TRAINED AND ENSLAVED, WIFE TEACHES HER HUSBAND TO SUCK COCK, RHUMINIZED REMINIZED HUSBAND ENSLAVES WHILE WIFE MAKES IT WITH YOUNG STUDS, HANDYMAN INTO MAIDEN WHORE; and much more. Incredible issue. $16.50 plus postage

Forced Womanhood 42
What an incredible issue this is! It’s loaded with real life letters about turning men into beauti-ful women to serve both men and women as slaves. Find out what really is going on. You’ll be surprised. In this issue we jammed it with stories, photos and art from our readers, SISSEY BIKE RIDE, STOCKBROKER TO DITZY BLONDE SHE-MALE SLAVE, LADY USES GAMES TO TURN MAN INTO SISSEY TOY, TWO SISTERS TURN MAN INTO SISSEY MAID, SEXY SISSEY DRESSING, MEN MEN WITH FEMALE, BALL AND CHAIN, SISSEY ALLOWED OUTSIDE, and more. Great issue you don’t want to miss. Hardcore issue. $16.50 plus postage

Forced Womanhood 43
The magazine devoted to true stories of how mistresses and masters turn real men into whimpering, she-male char-ted slaves. In this issue: WOMAN MAKES MEEK MAN INTO SISSEY SHE-MALE SLAVE, WELL-PLACED RING PROVIDES PERFECT PUNISHMENT FOR UNAUTHORIZED ERECTIONS, WOMAN MAKES MEEK MAN INTO SISSEY SLAVE, WELL-PLACED RING PROVIDES PERFECT PUNISHMENT FOR UNAUTHORIZED ERECTIONS, WOMAN EMPLOYED INSTRUCTORS TO BREAK IN NEW SHE-MALES, FORCED FEMALE GANG BANG WITH MISTRESS A BETHA SCHPITZ, Lots of great photos and exotic art. A must issue. $16.50 plus postage

Order through the mail or come to our store
Call 775-322-5119
Fax 775-322-6362
please add $6.00 for shipping and handling
To order by mail: TRANSFORMATION VISTA STATION P.O. BOX 51480 SPARKS, NV 89435-1480

Baby Doll and Mary Jane Shoes
#1 Baby Doll Shoes
Two Bow Straps. Sizes 9 to 14. White, Red, or Black Patent. $89.95

#2 Baby Doll Shoes
Two Dainty Straps. Sizes 9 to 14. White or Black Patent. $89.95

#3 Baby Doll Shoes
One Large Buckle. Sizes 9 to 14. White, Red, or Black Patent. $89.95

#4 Baby Doll Shoes
One "T" Strap. Sizes 9 to 12. White or Black Patent. $89.95

#5 Baby Doll Shoes
One Dainty Strap. Sizes 9 to 12. White or Black Patent. $89.95

Sylvia Baby Doll Shoes
Sizes 9 to 12. White or Black Patent. $89.90

#30C Spike Heel Baby Doll Shoes
These come in red, Black or White patent. Has dainty stretch mid strap. 4" heel. $89.95

#36S Baby Doll Shoes
1/2" platform with a dainty buckling strap. Sizes 7 to 14. $99.50

#13 Baby Sissy Shoes
If this doesn’t look like a sissy shoe - I don’t know what does. This is a brand new design by Jeri in sizes 9 to 14. Bow at toe and buckling strap. Comes in four colors: white, pink, red and black. $99.95

#1 Baby Doll Shoes
These are custom made and in stock in pink, white or black patent. Sizes 9 to 14. $89.95 a pair.

#1 Baby Doll Shoes
Sizes 9 to 14. White or Black Patent. $89.95

#5 Baby Doll Shoes
One Dainty Strap. Sizes 9 to 12. White or Black Patent. $89.95

Sylvia Baby Doll Shoes
Sizes 9 to 12. White or Black Patent. $89.90

#30C Spike Heel Baby Doll Shoes
These come in red, Black or White patent. Has dainty stretch mid strap. 4" heel. $89.95

#36S Baby Doll Shoes
1/2" platform with a dainty buckling strap. Sizes 7 to 14. $99.50

Baby Doll and Mary Jane Shoes

SPARKS, NV. 89435-1480

VISTA STATION P.O. BOX 51480

To order by mail: TRANSFORMATION

Call 775-322-5119
Fax 775-322-6362

please add $6.00 for shipping and handling

To order by mail: TRANSFORMATION VISTA STATION P.O. BOX 51480 SPARKS, NV 89435-1480
TRUE STORIES OF MEN ENSLAVED, CHASTISED AND TURNED INTO FEMALE SLAVES, SISY MAIDS, SEX OBJECTS AND MORE!

www.forced-womanhood.com
We jammed this issue with everything you’ll love. Lots of bondage from some of the best photographers, movie and video reviews, THE GENITORTURERS, FOLSOM STREET FAIR IN SAN FRANCISCO WITH OVER 40 PHOTOS, BIZARRE SEX TAKES A WALK ON THE WILD SIDE, HEAD GAMES, DESIRES OF A DOM, VERY HOT BONDAGE, DAVE NAZ’S PHOTOGRAPHY, DOMINANT ALL MY LIFE, COVER GIRL: EMILY MARILYN, THE INCREDIBLE ART OF RICKY CARRALERO, TIGER LEE PHOTOS, BONDCON (WOW! A MUST SEE), An incredible fetish and bondage issue with 116 pages in full, brilliant color.

BIZARRE 20

Choking, bondage, wrestling, naked, and everything else a Sissy or Crossdresser can’t resist.

This is an all color, perfect bound, high gloss catalog with all kinds of things for TV’s, crossdressers, she-males, even real women. A year in the works from design to creation to photography of beautiful she-males modeling all our new items. All types of DRESSES FOR ALL OCCASIONS, SHOES, STOCKINGS, VELVET ATTIRE, ROMPERS, REAL LEATHER CLOTHES, THE NEWEST LINGERIE FASHIONS, PETTICOATS, LOTS OF CORSETRY, PUSH UP BREAST ITEMS, MAIDS OUTFITS, CHIFFON GOWNS, LINGERIE, CUSTOM MADE JEWELRY just for you, GLUE ON NAILS, THE LATEST WIGS, UNDERGARMENTS, all types of BREASTS AND BRA’S, NEW STICK ON BRA, and so on. Plus she-males in action. If you’re a crossdresser, this is a must catalog for everything you’ll need to look and feel like a lady. Plus Jean and Jerri’s On The Road Again. Some hardcore.

TRANSFORMATION 45

This issue is packed with fabulous photos and articles: CHANGING SEX ROLES, SHE-MALE GUILTY OF MANSLAUGHTER, THE VALLEY OF JACKIE, THE TIGER LILLIES, THE REAL TRUTH ABOUT CROSSDRESSING, MY NAUGHTY TRANNY, UNIVERSE PAGEANT... MUST SEE MONICA FOX (PURE, SWEET AND INNOCENT), 50 TIPS FOR MEN WHO LIKE TO BE WOMEN, SISY SHE-MALES, plus a lot more including cartoons, horoscopes, strange but true, video and movie reviews, readers photos and letters, bits and pieces, news, fabulous she-male photos, she-male art, and more. A must issue!

TRANSFORMATION CATALOG 9

This is an all color, perfect bound, high gloss catalog with all kinds of things for TV’s, crossdressers, she-males, even real women. A year in the works from design to creation to photography of beautiful she-males modeling all our new items. All types of DRESSES FOR ALL OCCASIONS, SHOES, STOCKINGS, VELVET ATTIRE, ROMPERS, REAL LEATHER CLOTHES, THE NEWEST LINGERIE FASHIONS, PETTICOATS, LOTS OF CORSETRY, PUSH UP BREAST ITEMS, MAIDS OUTFITS, CHIFFON GOWNS, LINGERIE, CUSTOM MADE JEWELRY just for you, GLUE ON NAILS, THE LATEST WIGS, UNDERGARMENTS, all types of BREASTS AND BRA’S, NEW STICK ON BRA, and so on. Plus she-males in action. If you’re a crossdresser, this is a must catalog for everything you’ll need to look and feel like a lady. Plus Jean and Jerri’s On The Road Again. Some hardcore.

TRANSFORMATION CATALOG 45

This issue is packed with fabulous photos and articles: CHANGING SEX ROLES, SHE-MALE GUILTY OF MANSLAUGHTER, THE VALLEY OF JACKIE, THE TIGER LILLIES, THE REAL TRUTH ABOUT CROSSDRESSING, MY NAUGHTY TRANNY, UNIVERSE PAGEANT... MUST SEE MONICA FOX (PURE, SWEET AND INNOCENT), 50 TIPS FOR MEN WHO LIKE TO BE WOMEN, SISY SHE-MALES, plus a lot more including cartoons, horoscopes, strange but true, video and movie reviews, readers photos and letters, bits and pieces, news, fabulous she-male photos, she-male art, and more. A must issue!
How to feminize your body with natural herbs and vitamins that have natural female estrogen

In order for you to take synthetic estrogen (Premarin), you have to get a prescription from your doctor. This cannot only be difficult to do but embarrassing as well. But did you know?

There are two herbs with natural estrogen in them that will give you the same effect as estrogen without all the side effects of possible cancer, loss of erection, etc. These two wonder herbs for crossdressers are black cohosh and blessed thistle. These two herbs will not only give you BREASTS, but softer more feminine skin and softer hair. They will also feminize or round out your features.

If you didn’t know, TRANSFORMATION has already mastered this truly wonderful formula with its three unique vitamin hormone pills.

Glandulars are the secret! Glandular therapy utilizes raw concentrates of glandular and organ tissue. The theory is that like cells help like cells. In practical items, this means that raw ovarian concentrate, for instance, contains a variety of known and unknown intrinsic factors that support ovarian functions in the recipient. The "raw" glandulars are used in Feminant are dehydrated by a special process which insures they contain all of the enzymes and hormones that are present in the natural tissue. One of the key elements provides 200mg of raw ovarian concentrates to assist in the production of the essential hormones, FSH (follicle stimulating hormone) and LH (luteinizing hormone).

Glandulars contain all of the enzymes and hormones that are present in the natural tissue. One of the key elements provides 200mg of raw ovarian concentrates to assist in the production of the essential hormones, FSH (follicle stimulating hormone) and LH (luteinizing hormone).

These hormones perform basic biochemical and physiological changes in the female body, including increasing breast size and softening of the skin. Other changes include development of special glands in the fallopian tubes and uterus to promote ovum implantation, enlarging of the pelvic area, faster extension of bone growth, decrease in bone growth peri-

Feminant

Feminant has been specially formulated from raw glands, gland concentrates and specific elements. Each tablet contains:

- Raw ovarian concentrate 200mg
- Mammary gland concentrate 200mg
- Raw ovarian concentrate 25mg
- Black Cohosh 25mg
- Raw pituitary concentrate 25mg
- Raw adrenal concentrate 10mg
- Vitamin E 5mg
- Manganese Gluconate 20mg

Suggested use: three to six tablets daily as a dietary supplement.

One 60 tablet bottle...$29.50
Two 60 tablets...$58.95

Natural Feminizer

Feminant contains the entire body, helps round out the breasts. Two tablets contain:

- 200mg. Raw mammary gland concentrate, 125mg. Raw mamma-

Suggested use: two tablets daily as a dietary supplement.

60 tablet bottle...$19.95
Two 60 tablets...$39.95

Breast Cream

Now you can achieve beautifully convincing femininity by using our unique Breast Cream, along with our other breast development products. It is suggested that you rub the cream into shaved breast just before going to bed every night. Approximately three months per jar.

Only...$19.95 a jar
Two jars...$39.95

Hormonal Beard Retardant Cream

A unique patented Hormonal Beard Retardant Cream that gradu-

ally weakens the hair structure and slows the growth of facial hair. After extended use, it will lighten and reduce the amount of facial hair. It helps accelerate the results of electro-surgical or sublimation.

Only...$19.95 a jar
Two jars...$39.95

Body Hair Removal Cream

A unique patented Hair Removal Cream espe-
cially formulated for heavy, unwanted, strong dark, masculine body hair. If used regu-

larly it will gradually lighten and weaken unwanted body hair.

Only...$29.95 a jar
Two jars...$59.95

Natural Feminizer

Feminant contains all the vitamins, including: hips, thighs, breasts, arms, etc. Two tablets contain:

- Raw ovary
- Mammary gland
- Raw pituitary
- Raw uterus
- Raw adrenal
- Goldenseal
- Saw palmetto
- Gentian
- Cayenne
- Kelp
- Ocusanol

One 60 tablets bottle...$19.95
Two 60 tablets...$39.95

Femglan

Femglan softens the skin, just like a woman's

Each tablet contains:

- Raw ovarian concentrate 20mg
- Raw gland concentrates of liver, duodenum, pancreas, heart, pit-
- thyroid, kidney, spleen, thymus and adren al
- Vitamin E 25mg
- Lobelia 25mg
- Cayenne 25mg

Have you ever wished you had the softness of a woman's skin? The femininity where you should be? This formula is all-new with such good things as raw ovary, raw gland concentrate, raw pancreas, kidney, pituitary, plus herbs.

Suggested use 3 to 6 tablets daily, or as desired.

One 60 tablet bottle...$19.95
Two 60 tablets...$39.95

Call toll free:
(775) 322-6362
Monday to Friday 9:00 am to 6:00 pm PST
Saturday: 10:00 am to 5:00 pm PST

check out our website at www.centurianonline.com email to sales@centurianindirect.com
TWO INCREDIBLE VIDEOS OF MEN TURNED INTO SHE-MALES AND SISsy SLAVES

Enslaved Sissy Maid Video
This is a story of a beautiful woman who isn't getting satisfied sexually by her husband, so she has extra marital affairs. One night after one of her flings she catches her husband wearing her lingerie. This gives her the excuse she needs, she yells and screams at him that if he's going to wear women's clothes - they will only be staying clothes for such a wimp as he. She begins with binding him up every night and slowly changes him into a complete sissy man. The video includes humiliation, degradation, and bondage, all satisfying her sissy cravings.

Forced Womanhood Video 1
This is a serious one hour movie about a wife who catches her husband at the beginning of the movie making love with another woman. She is so jealous that she wants to kill him out of the house. Instead he promises to be her slave, not really knowing what he is really in for. Through bondage and discipline she slowly turns him into a she-male slave. Hormones, implants, and breast implants are all used to turn him into a she-male. And the final act is her binding her she-male slave to watch as she makes love to another man.

Forced Womanhood Video 2
A career woman comes home after a long day at work to find her husband sleeping over a poker game with his buddies, drinking in the middle of the day and looking at porn mags. The wife, kat, is furious, she makes up her mind right then and there that she will be the only wearing the pants in this family and her husband will wear the panties from now on. She even takes it one step further and forces her new plaything into a permanent chastity device so that his cock won't get in the way of her pleasures anymore. Her husband is now a fully chastised she-male forced to serve using those ruby red lips to nurse and stimulate her new lovers.

Forced Womanhood Video 3
This is the story of a wife and her girlfriend who decide that her lazy husband, who just sits around the house drinking and watching TV while his wife works, has to clean the house and see what it's like to be a woman. They bind and gag him and then take him to their dungeon and turn him into a girl. Then they torture him until he agrees. They dress him up putting makeup and female clothes and shoes on him slowly turning him into a woman. Then they bring a boyfriend over and make him slave. They find out what it's like to be a woman and satisfy a man.

Enslaved Sissy Maid Video?
This is a story about a wife who finds out her husband has been cheating on her. She gets so mad that she can't lie quietly. She pushes hardened and punishment, turns him into a sissy slave to be humiliating in all kinds of ways. While he's bound up, she forces him to take hormones, get breast implants until he looks like a beautiful sissy she-male slave. She then forces him to suck her cock while bound to get her off so she can have further sex in front of her new bound up sissy slave. With constant berating she finally brings in a man to break his beautiful cheery ass and get fucked like the sissy slave. Starring the beautiful Gia Darling who has admire her transformation cover and centerpiece.

For more information, call: (715) 312-1016 or (715) 312-1020

PHONE HOURS:
MONDAY TO FRIDAY 9:00am to 5:00pm PST
SATURDAY 9:00am to 5:00pm PST
SUNDAY 11:00am to 5:00pm PST
MAIL: CENTRIFUGAL P.O. BOX 2180 SPIRITS, NY 11125-0330
www.centrifugalanline.com

YES: SEND ME ENSLAVED SISsy MAID VIDEO #1
YES: SEND ME ENSLAVED SISsy MAID VIDEO #2
YES: SEND ME ENSLAVED SISsy MAID VIDEO #3
YES: SEND ME FORCED WOMANHOOD VIDEO #2
YES: SEND ME FORCED WOMANHOOD VIDEO #3
YES: SEND ME FORCED WOMANHOOD VIDEO #4
YES: SEND ME ENSLAVED SISsy MAID VIDEO #4

$39.95 each
$39.95 each
$39.95 each
$39.95 each
$39.95 each
$39.95 each

$9.95 postage for first video
$9.95 postage for each additional video
$9.95 postage for each additional video
$9.95 postage for first video
$9.95 postage for each additional video
$9.95 postage for each additional video

Foreign postage is triple
Foreign postage is triple
Foreign postage is triple
Foreign postage is triple
Foreign postage is triple
Foreign postage is triple

Name: __________________________
Address: _______________________
City: ___________________________
State: __________________________
Zip: ___________________________

Signature: _______________________
Date: __________________________

(You must be 18 years of age)

Mail or call today!
**Penis Restraints and Chastity Belts**

We have had hundreds of letters requesting we put out an all new catalog on all the latest devices for chastising men and women, even permanent devices. This catalog has every type you can think of, metal ones and leather ones. All our items that really work. Our cock, penis devices and chastity belts all lock on. Some devices are actually permanent. Everything from cock harnesses and locking sheaths and chastity belts. Hundreds of designs for you to choose from including ones with built in dildos, anal and vaginal and blow up devices.

$18.50 plus postage

---

**Get a Subscription to ENSLAVED Sissies and Maids**

IF YOU DON’T WANT TO MISS A SINGLE ISSUE OF MASTERS AND MISTRESSES ENSLAVING MEN AND TURNING THEM INTO SISSES AND MAIDS - THEN GET A SUBSCRIPTION FOR ONLY $59.95 INCLUDING POSTAGE.  
A SAVINGS OF $30.00  
add $5.00 for foreign orders

Please circle the four issues you want

8 9 10 11 12

---

**Order by Phone:** (775) 322-5119  
**Order by Fax:** (775) 322-6362

---

**Subscribe for only** $59.95 per year  
NV residents add 7.38% sales tax

For 1st Class postage add $3.85  
to your postage total from above

---

**Check out our website at** www.centurianonline.com

---

**BIZARRE TRANSFORMATION**

We are the largest fetish dealer in the world! We distribute all the major publications and products dealing with crossdressing, bondage and fetish. Every month we’ll send you our brochures of everything new breaking across the world. Magazine, videos, catalogs, merchandise and lots of other happenings. You’ll get first notice when all our magazines like Forced Womanhood, Bizarre, New Videos, etc. come out. Every month you receive a large brochure with all kinds of things. You’ll get special offerings, and great prices you can get nowhere else.

I certify that I am 21 years of age and would like to be on your mailing list

---

Send $3.00 to CENTURIANS Vista Station P.O. Box 51480 Sparks, NV 89435-1480 or log on to www.centurianonline.com and get on our email list

---

**Check out our website at** www.centurianonline.com
If You Dare Read This Magazine...

...You Might End Up Like This, A Chastised Sissy Slave